The Quantum Nature of Integral Life
Understanding Gender

Archangel Metatron via James Tyberonn
Greetings! I am Metatron, Angelic of Light! I am joined by Tyberonn of Crystalline
Service, and we warmly welcome each of you, in a vector of unconditional love.
And so we speak on the bio format & nature of Duality Sojourns, of Life, and the
spectra of consciousness within Divine Light. That you term as Divine Feminine &
Masculine.
Masters, in higher self, in true soul essence, you are non-gendered. In essence, your
Divine Aspect is one of non-polarity. In your initial 'Godling' sojourns into the earth
plane, you entered in nonphysical, thought-projection format. Life, Dear Humans, is
multi-facted, multi dimensional...quantum in nature.
In the Beginning
In this initial phase, the earth was experienced as a nonpolar plane. Although the
'Godlings' could project themselves aspectually into the 4 earthen elements,
including biological and mineral life, it was temporal.
Over eons, that may approximate to hundreds of millions of your years, from a linear
aspect, you began manifesting more physical bodies. These varied in format, but most
were integral, a format of one body having the attributes of both male and female.
There was no sexual activity. Each embodiment was capable of birthing.
Such format occurred for timeless eons. The first separation into gender, occurred
after ten million years of androgynous manifestation into the Omni-Earth
planes...the initial separation into physical genders occurred, approximately 107,000
years ago. The separation into male/female occurred for myriad reasons, key among
these is that the 'Duality-Curriculum' offered growth in the matrix of opposites in
the material plane of matter.
Entering Duality
Entering into the more dense dimensional frequency levels required for biological
physicality was, for humanity, a double-edged sword, so to speak. It opened the

curriculum, and credentialed course of Duality...the University of Earth. For
physicality into biological aspect presented a complex rubik of challenges.
Dear Humans ...All of you, each and every one of you will experience physical life in
duality planes of the Omni-Earth, in every race & biological-gender format. You will
have threads of earthen sojourns as both male and female.You will devote lifetimes to
experiencing the attributes of both...and in time, you are required to merge them.
Spirits have no gender. Masters, every individual soul upon earth has been both
female & male, but generally incarnates in most lives as one or the other gender.
It is part of the duality program of earth to experience the yin/yang, the male and
female biology. As a protocol, memory of these are not retained, in order to avoid over
connection to one gender. Generally speaking, you will be in one gender about 75% of
your earthen sojourns, for example one may choose to be female in 3 out of 4 lifetimes,
or vice versa.
Over Association
When a soul becomes over identified with the attributes of either male or female, a
choice will be made by the higher self to a change of direction, shifting genders to
regain balance. However it is important to note that the traits of both are within each
of you, in what is termed as animus and anima. Each male will have an innate inner
personification of the soul's female nature, and each female will have integral soul
facets of an inner male identity.
It is essential for you to understand, that the anima, or female nature in the male is,
in essence, the collated psychic memory assimilation which identifies the prior female
lifetimes the individual soul collective has chosen.
Accordingly, the attributes considered as female, in your 3d world, are therefore
accessible to the male nature. The male is able to tap into this energy. And Masters,
this is an important check & balance, swerving as an important safeguard,
preventing the male from overly attaching with whatever present time, present-life
programmed cultural male characteristics that society teachings have been imposed
upon him. The same access is of course available to females, accessing the animus
collective of past male lifetimes.
Harmonic Union in Duality
Dear Hearts, as your life continues to unfold, your individual expressions &
emotions will evolve, will change, shaped & reformed by the thoughts, emotions &
experiences that you draw to yourself. Your present culture and political environ
establishes the concept that you must fight to survive in the 3d world.So keep in

mind, and this is important to really comprehend...male and female are not opposites,
not in opposition.
In the current phase of extreme dividedness, of stark polarity, there can be a skewed,
misplaced tendency of negative thrust in which males become insulated, inordinately
aggressive & insensitive, and females can become overly defensive, even toxicly
vengeful of men.Thus creating obstacles & imbalance. It is interesting to note that
some of the souls involved in the more extreme political movements of gender
identification & female equality, are actually reincarnated men, seeking balance by
attempting to restore 'rights' that they themselves played a role in abusing.
This process is a way of balancing, for indeed, many of the civil rights activist of the
recent decades were former slave owners. Spirit has no race, nor gender, and every
soul will experience each in the power lessoning journey of Duality.
Lost Teachings
There were portions of the teachings of Jesua ben Josef, the Christ figure of
Christianity, which dealt specifically with sexuality. However, in the political
patriarchal societies of 2 thousand years ago, these were altered, and removed,
considered far too liberal, even blasphemous and were deleted from the edited works of
biblical texts formulated politically by the patriarchal Council of Nicea in RomaGreco Constantinople.
Although humanity assign gendered names to Archangels, the Angelic Realm is
androgenous, in your terms, like you, neither male or female. Humans tend to create
images of Angels that are responsible to some degree for the misconceptions around
their true nature. Your paintings and murals depict either muscular male figures,
females with feathered wings, or a host of miniature cherubs. Angels are neither male
nor female in their Beingness, neither are you !
Anima & Animus
The anima & animus are, symbiotic, synergetic and archetypically symbolic. The two
combined are your true essence. And in harmonic union, represent the integral
'wholeness' of your being, your soul. The two aspects are symbiotic, representing
varied desires, attributes & diverse abilities. In optimal harmonics, the male-female
aspects act as a stabilizing factor, a balancing tool.
The male persona needs, indeed yearns for the nurturing intuitive wisdom of the
'female anima', as it contains the latent characteristic of the integral self....yet there is
a culturally induced struggle for the male to release expression of the anima. Likewise
the female experiences the obstruction of societal repression to release the aggressive
aspect of the male anima within. Both female & male experience a juxtaposition of the

animus & anima, respectively. It creates a constructive tension, that allows the
female to take appropriate assertive action, and for the male to temper aggression into
more discerned, creative action.
And let us be clear, aggression is a requisite element of earthen sojourns. Humanity
sadly confuses violence with aggression, and do not understand or define aggression,
as forward movement, as a powerful action of creativity. But let us be clear, when we
speak of 'aggression', we do not mean violence. Violence is failed aggression.
Aggression in our stance and view is better defined as the core energy of thrust. And
such thrust is a vital component of overcoming the obstacles of duality. Such thrust is
the driver of your expansion an d growth. Indeed, the very ability of a flower to push
thru the soil and explode into beautiful blossom, is an act of creative active
aggression.

Cultural Transition & Caution
Dear Ones, the curriculum of third dimensional duality is a very unique vector of
'reality', in which action is required to complete the course. In creative aggression,
each soul taps into a vast reservoir of unimaginable energy. The energy field itself is
neutral, it is how it is utilized that determines creative or destructive use.
Your cultural paradigm transition is quickening, rapidly changing in the energy of
the New Earth. It is absolutely requisite that equality be established, in terms of both
gender and race. However, one must be discerning of political association and
activism. Political activism is in a rather perilous phase of astrologically influenced
extremism. Zealotry & fanaticism are emerging in a negative thrust... surfacing in
the current times of Crucible Astronomy, (and in a worse case scenario) ... morphing
into hate driven by greed, power-lust & fear. Beware the wolf in sheep's clothing....for
it is a phase of chaotic energy presently on the earth....and this will increase in
intensity until 2026.
Be cautious. In a manner of speaking, in your present phase of 'Crucible Astrology',
the metaphoric 'Pandora's box' is temporarily open to allow the surfacing of all
unresolved energies. And in this timing of extreme polarity, negativity can accelerate,
and infiltrate religion and indeed politics. Fear can be accelerated and exacerbated in
this phase, instigating extremes and hatred.
Masters, when opposition turns into hatred, the hate itself can and will attach to you,
and take a devastating toll. Regardless of any self-serving delusional mirage of
justification. Deep negativity is a tar-baby, it attaches and destroys. Hatred will
follow you, lifetime after lifetime until you realize that hate itself is the true, often
disguised, unrecognized enemy, in your world of duality.

Dear Humans, in earthly sojourns within the present paradigm, sexual identification
is important, but must be in balance. We say again, over-identification, over
attachment to either gender, can lead to imbalance. Over association can eventually
result in gender polarization, and extreme positioning to only one aspect can lead to
distorted behavior, in which the higher needs and potentials of the individual are
thwarted, and worthy lifetime goals , lessons and ideals are hindered.
A Return to Wholeness
Humanity will in time, return to androgyny. It is the true nature of your beingness,
and the inhabitants of the earth will transform into this aspect. It will represent what
your religious texts refer to as the 'Millenium of Peace', in which the analogy of
"Lucifer' the place holder of duality, will be tied. In valid interpretation, this refers to
the Omni-Earth exiting duality, and returning to the state of non-polarity. Your
Edgar Cayce spoke of such as phase. Indeed, it was how you entered, and how you
will complete. It is representative of the graduation from the 'University of Duality
Earth'.

Closing
In 2019, Year Seven of the New Earth , humanity are entering an expansive stage of
extra and intra dimensional access. This is due in no small part to the galactic
positioning of the Earth at this time that mankind refers to as the Ascension. The
Earth, and the Milky Way Galaxy have entered an extreme illumination cycle, a 'nospin zone' which cast no shadows. It is an energy of liberation & truth.
The energy that is being liberated, flowing into your reality, has already changed
your world, and will continue to do so. Such massive liberations of energy will in the
linear dance of time, begin to unify the whole planet in peace. It will occur.
However, more cleansing will take place, as the scenario of a world of harmony &
equality will not happen before regional shifts & what you term as natural disasters
occur. These will not be a global reboot....and are a necessary transition. And when
the new era reaches its energy vector in linear movement, it will represent the first
such time within the planet's history where there was peace with equality for all. And
this will be a monumental graduation, for although there have been various periods
that were peaceful, but there was no equality.
Embrace your identity, embrace every moment of life you have on this beautiful
garden planet. The same principles and divine concepts which created the Cosmos,

and its varied dimensions and planes, also creates this eternal moment, in the 'Now'
we you share.
In kind, concepts and moments beyond the present will inspire the future which all of
humankind will share.
New ideas of noble altruism offer powerful creative paradigm shifts., provide new
understandings that intrigue & inspire seekers of truth & savant dreamers. And the
Divine, the Celestial 'First-Cause' that was in place before space & time ... will yet
'Become' manifest.
I am Metatron, with Tyberonn of Crystalline Service, and we share with you these
Truths. You are Beloved.
And so it is...And it is So...
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